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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED DURING THE JOURNEY FROM
AVILA, CASTILLA Y LEON, SPAIN, TO FATIMA, PORTUGAL TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN 

Dear children,

Doubt is an energy opposite to trust and when it emerges, My adversary takes advantage to sow it in
the consciousness of one with a weak faith.

Doubt is more harmful when it is transmitted to other consciousnesses that should not be infected by
it.

When the energy of doubt is placed in other hearts without judgment or control, the consciousness
instantly becomes an instrument of the adversary, because My enemy likes to feed, without having
to work hard, on all that the doubtful emanate.

The energy of doubt appears in the depths of the consciousness when the latter constantly
remembers their past, and reveals this to other hearts. It is at that moment, by opening an uncertain
door to the past, the consciousness that doubts is cunningly placed by My adversary in a place and
space of consciousness where they should no longer be, and this is more jeopardizing for one who
already walks the path of My Son.

It is like taking many steps backward and not being able to get out of this space.

After the doubt, other aspects appear that are part of the human condition, which the consciousness
itself must transform and transcend.

It is not appropriate for a disciple of Christ to be satisfied with their life through constantly
remembering the past, and see those events as something wonderful.

Doubt is sowed when the consciousness has great difficulty in loving obedience to God and their
fellow beings, as well as living it.

Doubt settles into the consciousness when words split apart what takes such an effort to build and
when unelevated comments come out of the mouth of the disciple.

All the roots of the human condition are transmuted with determination. One who follows My Son
cannot come and go on two paths, because one day they will face their reality in an unknown way.

Transparency, humility and silence stop certain aspects from keeping the consciousness tied to all
the destructive aspect that My adversary radiates.

When this reality of the consciousness is not treated with seriousness and transparency, by the Law
of Hierarchy, the Divinity can only observe and pray, as It does with the majority of humanity.
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Each disciple of Christ must be clear about not being a magnet that through their actions attracts the
chaos of the world. All are called to purify themselves through truth and without lies, because when
the consciousness reaches another plane of consciousness, after having passed through this one,
they will realize they are not where they always believed they were.

It is thus that today, thousands of consciousnesses are in purgatory, after having become aware of
their actions.

All we need to do is pray and be silent.

I thank you for responding with awareness to My call!

Who helps you to inwardly grow,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


